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Dishonored, developer of Arkane Studios' sublime hidden action adventure series, gets a countertop RPG treatment later this year, courtesy of Modiphius Entertainment.The Dishonored Roleplaying game is known to initially be released as a 300-page hardback corebook containing all players to begin their steampunk-inspired adventures across the Empire Islands. According to
Modifius, Corebook has an in-depth view of dishonored's world, its history and its people, as well as a comprehensive guide to storytelling. The latter includes rules for playing as different roles - which range from dirty killers and enduring criminals, intrepid explorers and stoic crown loyalists - along with antagonists and story hooks for inspiration. More Dishonored 2 qgt; General
Discussion of the Dishonored 2 - PC Update 1.2 New Update for Dishonored 2 (V 1.2) is now available via Steam as a beta update. Update 1.2 includes a large number of fixes. Detailed patch notes below. The driver of the NVIDIA 375.95 is recommended in addition to the 1.2 update. Update 1.2 will replace the 1.1 update for players who have already downloaded the previous
update - see below for download instructions. Driver NVIDIA 375.95 has identified a problem with drivers 375.70 and 375.86, unique to Dishonored 2, which affects performance. If not yet, we strongly recommend updating to driver 375.95.If you are working on questions or questions, please let us know in the public Dishonored 2 Steam v1.2 Beta forums on Bethesda.net. access to
Steam BetaLog in Steam.Right Click on Dishonored 2 in your Library.Select Properties.Select Betas.A drop menu will appear. Choose BetaPatch.Select OK. Wait a few minutes for the game to be updated. When done, Dishonored 2 BetaPatch should appear in our Library.Update v 1.2 ReviewGeneral Performance and Optimization improvementsAuto-detection of visual settings
has been redesigned based on player feedback and observed problems. If you're still having problems with drivers and downloading patch 1.2, suggest using the Recovery Settings option to apply the recommended settings for your hardware. Max pre-visualized footage is being managed by the game, advised to remove any previous manual settings in the graphics driver control
panelFixs several logic-related gamesFixed various issues related to the user interface Fixed various issues related to mouse/KB and gamepad, including: ---- Mouse smoothing is now set to a minimum by correcting the defaults of various issues associated with the use of alt-table-related errors---- With multiple monitors, fixed the bug where the Scaling resolution was disabled
when the game ran above 30 FPS---- Modified resolution scaling settings to be clearerDeepsive new settings in the Options menu:---- Added a frame rate limit so the player can limit the frame rate Playing without V-sync---- Added TAA Sharpness option ---- added more options to V-Sync settings---- ----- If you've previously disabled V-sync, please check the FPS limiter settings to
make sure that it is set at the desired limit.---- Added triple buffer version Update 1.2 notes:PERFORMANCEReduced frame stutterAdded customized FPS limiter to reduce fluctuationsFramerate limited to 120 FPS to prevent physics problems that occur only above 120fpsMax pre-visualization frame is currently managed by gameAdjusted Texture Detailed Settings bug where the
AMD GPU experienced a huge drop in frame rates when there is a fabric simulation in the environment. Adjusted ocean settings to improve perfAdded frequencies in V-sync UIFixed bug, where the use of VRAM was higher than the available VRAMFixed bug, where automatically detected settings were set too high for a certain hardwareAdded HBAO bug, where the HBAO ON
turn created some bad shadows on the hands of the player Unmarked Environment Details settings as it was strongly related to viewing DistanceRemoved Fog quality options as it did not affect visual effects or providing performance benefits Adjusted Settings for Automatic Detection where water quality settings only affect the ocean, no channels or poolsIfied core processor use
at the high and low end of machinesMOUSE, GAMEPAD, and CONTROLSFixed bug, where the sensitivity of the mouse was a personnel-dependent Fixable error where the controller vibrates continuously he player switched from the controller to the mouse and the keys while the gamepad bug vibratedFixed. where the resolution cannot be changed with mouseMouse smoothing
settings is now set to a minimum by default (the installation will not get overwritten if set up by the player)ALT-TABFixed error, where using ALT and TAB can result in an endless switch between the game and other programsIg player can no longer bring up the pause of the menu when using ALT and TAB during the dyingFixed error, where the error is stored on the account of the
movement of the ALT and TAB to go to another program CRASH FIXESFixed error where the game can crash if the player decides to leave the Clockwork Mansion while the winding soldiers were decapitatedFixed error where the game falls if the player tried to go to the visual settings of the menu after disabling the monitor in a gameFixed crash when selecting a graphics card
without an attached monitor to itFixed error, where the game can freeze in another click if a player used a gamepad before a MENU and OPTIONSFixed bug where The player was seen using Shadow Walk Murder in a large FOVFixed bug where the game can stretch the resolution to match the screen when using a non-native non-native and switching from Borderless Windowed
mode to Windowed ModeFixed is a bug where the menu didn't fill the entire screen in some resolutionsFixed the bug, where the mouse smoothing setting was sometimes not displayed properly, even if it was duly savedFixed error, where 'Unsigned text for unsigned buttons overlaps the nearby text with keyboard and mouse control Fixed error where the player was not able to
switch to the full screen as it switched to the limitless windowed ModeAdded Framerate Limiter so that the player could limit the variation in frame rate when playing without the V-syncAdded TXAA sharpness settingChanged SettingChanged Settings Aim Assist to be clearerAdded Triple Buffer optionAdded more variants V-Sync settingsMonitor/ResolutionFixed error, where the
recovery of the default settings activated the second monitor, as the default monitor when the player changed the resolution while in window modeFixed error, where the game displayed a black screen, if the resolution was configured 1786 x 992 in a full screenFixed error, where the expiration of the monitor confirmation dialogue changes while the game is minimized can lead to a
display to stop the functioningFixed error where the resolution of the Scaling was disabled, when the game ran above 30 FPSSimp modified resolution scaling settings to better understand The applied resolution ratio to correct the drop listFixed error, where the resolution scaling permission was not saved when exiting the options menuFixed error, where the current resolution of
the game was applied to the monitor When switching the monitor, even if this resolution was not supported by a UIFixed bug where the mouse wheel pop-up will highlight as the chosen wrong slot after holding the key, matching the empty slotFixed error, where the initiation of the Black Market store with the keyboard displays the controller hints in the menu until then Until the extra
keyboard or mouse inputBlink, long reach and heart are now automatically tied to shortcuts after it has acquired a fixed bug where it could be automatically assigned if the bullets were picked up before the gunFixed bug, where the key appeared as Unconconconspicked in the game when associated with any actionMISCFixFix error, where the sabotage of the Device Oraculum will
be considered 2 kills and prevent the receipt of Pure Hands achievementUpdate 1.2 known Issues:Wrong marks in the options menu:---- Windowed Mode should be Display Mode---- Adaptive FPS Threshold resolution should be Adaptive FPS Target resolution ---- Limitless window mode should be Limitless full-screen---- Field of View should be field of view ---- God Beams should
be Light Shafts ---- Setting the adaptive resolution threshold FPS.---- The FPS Adaptive Resolution Threshold is locked to the previous FPS limiting setting when V-sync is enabled.---- Bypass: Turn off V-sync and then change the FPS limiter to the desired setting before before before V-sync.A visual distortion can occur at the bottom of the screen when switching Triple Buffering
while in the game.---- a workaround: triple buffering switch in the main menu, or turn it off then back while in play to remove distortion. In the game, Framerate can remain locked up to 60 FPS when the V-sync setting is set on Full on a monitor that supports a higher than 60 Hz upgrade speed.---- Bypass: Disable V-sync and manually set FPS Limiter settings above 60 to reach
Framerates above 60 FPS. The FPS Limiter displays text only in English and is not ---- localized. Localization is expected to be implemented in a future update. The adaptive resolution setting will vary to be displayed as a guide when you exit and re-enter the visual settings menu after you install it on Always.---- Workaround: No. This is a visual problem with the menu. The adaptive
resolution set-up will still be enabled and set up by default to set up Always. Keyboard and mouse controls can display delays in menus and during gameplay when V-sync is installed on Half.---- Bypass: Either disable V-synchronization or change settings on Full.Framerate can't be exactly blocked to 30 FPS when setting up V-sync on Half---- Workaround: Disable V-
synchronization and change the FPS limiter settings. A few confirmation tips may appear when the triple Buffering Setting change is canceled.----: No. Cancel the request again until it appears again. Frame rate can be reduced by using V-sync without Triple Buffering Enabled---- Workaround: Turn on the triple buffer to see if it increases performance, or disable V-sync.Controls can
be blocked if the controller has been disabled while the game is running---- Bypass: Use Alt'Tab to get out of the game window, then return, or restore the controller. Installing adaptive resolution for change changes the threshold of adaptive FPS resolution to 29.---- workaround: No. This is a visual problem with the menu and does not affect the actual in-game Framerate.If you run
into questions or questions, please let us know in public Dishonored 2 Steam v1.2 Beta forums on Bethesda.net: for your support! The latter, edited by Blue; 22 November, 2016 No 11:19am Note: This is only to be used to send spam, advertising and problematic (harassment, wrestling, or rude) messages. Messages.
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